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Abstract

Underwater fiber optic cables commonly traverse a variety of seafloor conditions, which leads to an uneven mechanical coupling

between the cable and the ocean bottom. On rough seafloor bathymetry, some cable portions might be suspended and thus

susceptible to Vortex-Induced Vibrations (VIV) driven by deep ocean currents. Here, we examine the potential of Distributed

Acoustic Sensing (DAS) to monitor deep-sea currents along suspended sections of underwater telecom fiber optic cables un-

dergoing VIV. Oscillations of a seafloor fiber optic cable located in southern France are recorded by DAS along cable sections

presumably hanging. Their characteristic frequencies are lower than 1 Hz, at different ocean depths, and have an amplitude-

dependency consistent with the driving mechanism being VIV. Based on a theoretical proportionality between current speed

and VIV frequencies, we derive ocean current speed time series at 2390 m depth from the vortex shedding frequencies recorded

by DAS. The DAS-derived current speed time series is in agreement with recordings by a current meter located 3.75 km away

from the hanging cable section (similar dominant period, high correlation after time shift). The DAS-derived current speed time

series displays features, such as characteristic periods and spectral decay, associated with the generation of internal gravity waves

and weak oceanic turbulence in the Mediterranean Sea. The results demonstrate the potential of DAS along hanging segments

of fiber optic cables to monitor a wide range of oceanography processes, at depths barely studied with current instrumentation.
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Abstract15

Underwater fiber optic cables commonly traverse a variety of seafloor conditions, which16

leads to an uneven mechanical coupling between the cable and the ocean bottom. On17

rough seafloor bathymetry, some cable portions might be suspended and thus suscep-18

tible to Vortex-Induced Vibrations (VIV) driven by deep ocean currents. Here, we ex-19

amine the potential of Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) to monitor deep-sea currents20

along suspended sections of underwater telecom fiber optic cables undergoing VIV. Os-21

cillations of a seafloor fiber optic cable located in southern France are recorded by DAS22

along cable sections presumably hanging. Their characteristic frequencies are lower than23

1 Hz, at different ocean depths, and have an amplitude-dependency consistent with the24

driving mechanism being VIV. Based on a theoretical proportionality between current25

speed and VIV frequencies, we derive ocean current speed time series at 2390 m depth26

from the vortex shedding frequencies recorded by DAS. The DAS-derived current speed27

time series is in agreement with recordings by a current meter located 3.75 km away from28

the hanging cable section (similar dominant period, high correlation after time shift).29

The DAS-derived current speed time series displays features, such as characteristic pe-30

riods and spectral decay, associated with the generation of internal gravity waves and31

weak oceanic turbulence in the Mediterranean Sea. The results demonstrate the poten-32

tial of DAS along hanging segments of fiber optic cables to monitor a wide range of oceanog-33

raphy processes, at depths barely studied with current instrumentation.34

Plain Language Summary35

Ocean current speed recordings are rare below 1500 meters depth due to the cost36

of instrumentation in deep ocean environments. In this study, we demonstrate that deep-37

sea current speeds can be obtained using measurements of deformation along suspended38

sections of seafloor fiber optic cables by a technique called Distributed Acoustic Sens-39

ing (DAS). As ocean currents hit hanging cable segments, they generate vortex that shed40

off from the cable at a frequency called “vortex shedding frequency”. We show field ev-41

idence that the resulting cable oscillations can be recorded by seafloor DAS. We infer42

ocean current speed time series from the vortex shedding frequencies recorded by DAS43

across a hanging section of an underwater fiber optic cable in southern France. The DAS-44

derived time series is in agreement with the one recorded by a nearby current meter. Our45

results demonstrate the potential of DAS to monitor the generation of internal gravity46

waves in the Mediterranean Sea at depths barely studied with the current instrumen-47

tation, and suggest that the technique presented here to estimate seafloor current speeds48

may be used for investigating several processes in oceanography.49

1 Introduction50

Understanding ocean circulation is crucial for climate change modeling. Oceans play51

a determinant role in the climate system: they contain Earth’s dominant reservoirs of52

heat and freshwater in near equilibrium with the atmosphere and cryosphere, and can53

trigger and non-linearly amplify climate change via multiple mechanisms (Wunsch, 2016;54

Semtner, 1995; Rahmstorf, 2002). In addition, ocean currents are one of the main sources55

of turbulent energy contributing to mix the ocean and controlling the sediment distri-56

bution of marine deposits (Munk & Wunsch, 1998; Bryden et al., 2012). Yet, observa-57

tions of ocean currents are rare, especially in deep seafloor environments, due to the cost58

of instrumentation. The scarcity of deep ocean current data leads to incomplete obser-59

vational time series of ocean dynamics, which hinders the establishment of long-term trends60

of ocean circulation (Rahmstorf, 2002). Moorings and gliders are a first good approach61

to fill the data gap but their energy and cost budgets hold back the deployment of ad-62

ditional sensors (Bryden et al., 2012). The Argo program floats have been expanding the63

coverage of deep oceanographic data, but they are limited to a profiling depth of approx-64
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imately 2000 m, leaving half of the deep ocean unsampled (Bryden et al., 2012). More-65

over, the combination of ships-of-opportunity and float dispersion is not sufficient to sam-66

ple regions of the globe with difficult access (Roemmich et al., 2009).67

Underwater telecommunication cables, the only infrastructure already crisscross-68

ing the ocean floors, could be leveraged to enhance ocean monitoring. The SMART (Sci-69

ence Monitoring And Reliable Telecommunications) initiative has proposed to constrain70

ocean circulation by temperature sensors integrated into the repeaters of undersea telecom-71

munication cables (Howe et al., 2019), but it does not address the recording of ocean cur-72

rents. Analysis of the state of polarization (SOP) of regular optical telecommunication73

channels can be used to monitor ocean swells produced by distant storms (Zhan et al.,74

2021) but has two main limitations: the low signal-to-noise ratio of the interferometry75

and its very coarse spatial resolution, as the measurement is integrated over the whole76

cable length. Long-distance optical interferometry across transoceanic cables has been77

proposed to monitor tidal currents (Marra et al., 2022), but would also have limited spa-78

tial resolution of several tens of km, the distance between cable repeaters. Among the79

different photonics-based metrology techniques, Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) has80

been rapidly and widely adopted, with demonstration of a large potential of applications81

in physical oceanography (Sladen et al., 2019; Lindsey et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2022).82

DAS probes changes in the Rayleigh back-scattering pattern along tens of kilometers of83

fiber optic cables, effectively turning cables into arrays of thousands of strain sensors (Hartog,84

2017). DAS typically records nano variations of strains, enabling the detection of a wide85

range of processes. Underwater cables are interrogated by DAS from their on-shore ter-86

mination points, which may allow uninterrupted monitoring of the ocean dynamics from87

land.88

Underwater fiber cables commonly traverse a variety of seafloor conditions, which89

leads to an uneven mechanical coupling between the cable and the ocean bottom. On90

rough seafloor bathymetry, some cable portions might be suspended and thus suscep-91

tible to Vortex-Induced Vibrations (VIV) driven by deep ocean currents. Along slender92

objects exposed to water currents, VIV manifests as high-amplitude oscillations with char-93

acteristic frequencies associated to the periodicity of vortex shedding. The phenomenon94

has been previously reported at scales ranging from deep-water oil and gas facilities, such95

as risers, to Ocean Bottom Seismometers (OBS) antennas (Trim et al., 2005; Hong &96

Shah, 2018; Duennebier et al., 1981; Stähler et al., 2018). The relation between DAS,97

VIV, and ocean currents has been previously cited (Sladen et al., 2019) but, to the best98

of our knowledge, no quantitative link has been established in preceding works. We re-99

port here observations of VIV along a seafloor fiber cable monitored with DAS in the100

Mediterranean Sea, for which independent measurements of ocean currents at the sea101

bottom are available as validation data.102

Here, we examine the potential of DAS to monitor deep-sea currents, using the fun-103

damental frequency of quasi-harmonic oscillations recorded along sections of an under-104

water telecommunication cable located in southern France. We first identify cable seg-105

ments featuring the oscillations, which we interpret as cable portions suspended and ex-106

posed to VIV. Using VIV theory, we convert the cable oscillation frequencies into an ocean107

current speed time series. We further show that DAS-derived current speeds are com-108

parable to speeds recorded by a current meter deployed 3.75 km away, also on the deep109

seafloor. The spectral content of the DAS-derived time series offers insight into oceano-110

graphic processes involving ocean circulation and stratification in the Mediterranean Sea.111

2 Data Overview112

The electro-optic cable monitored in this study is located offshore Toulon, south113

of France (Figure 1.a). It is part of the MEUST-NUMerEnv project (Mediterranean Eu-114

rocentre for Underwater Sciences and Technologies-Neutrino Mer Environnement) (Lamare,115
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Figure 1. Location and bathymetry model of the underwater MEUST cable. The optic fiber

cable depicted in (a) offshore Toulon, France, traverses different seafloor features throughout

its 44.8-km length (b). Nine hanging sections were identified along three segments of the cable

trajectory (1 in Segment 1, 6 in Segment 2 and 2 in Segment 3). The red triangle represents the

position of an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (MII current meter) deployed next to the cable

end (Coyle, 2017).

2016) and is used to transmit the data acquired at its underwater end by the KM3NeT/ORCA116

(Oscillation Research with Cosmics in the Abyss) neutrino detector (Coyle, 2017). The117

cable trajectory slightly differs from the one described in Sladen et al. (2019) due to main-118

tenance works performed in October 2018, which involved the replacement of the dis-119

tant half of the cable. All cable sections analyzed here are from this replaced part of the120

cable which traverses different oceanic features, from the continental slope to the abyssal121

plain, that may allow hanging sections (Figure 1.b). According to technical specifications122

provided during the maintenance works, the diameter of the cable segments presented123

here is 2.75 cm.124

DAS strain data (strain parallel to the cable axis) were collected from July 11th125

to July 31st, 2019, using an Aragon Photonics HDAS interrogator. Distributed Raman126

amplification was used to ensure low variations of the instrumental noise floor (< 5 dB)127

over the whole cable length (Fernández-Ruiz et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2019; Pastor-128

Graells et al., 2016; Lior et al., 2021). The cable is equipped with Corning© LEAF (Large129

Effective Area Fiber) optic fibers with very low attenuation (<0.19 dB/km), which im-130

proves the detection range. The instrumental strain noise floor is < 100 picostrain/sqrt(Hz),131

comparable to optimal laboratory measurements for long fibers (Fernández-Ruiz et al.,132

2019; Lior et al., 2021). The pulse wavelength was set at 1550 nm, with 100 ns width133

(equivalent to a spatial resolution of 10 m), 1 GHz spectral content and 50 mW peak power.134

The DAS strain data were sampled at a rate of 100 Hz during the first 10 days of the135

experiment and 500 Hz in the remaining part of the campaign. The gauge length was136

set at 10 m, leading to a network of 4480 equally-spaced strain sensors. To mitigate the137

1/f noise that affects strain recordings at low frequencies f (R. Fernández-Ruiz et al.,138

2019), we converted the strain data to strain rate by finite-difference time derivation.139

A range of environmental sensors are located on the Interface Instrumented Mod-140

ule (MII) at the end of the cable (Coyle, 2017). We will use for comparison with the DAS141
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measurements the data recorded by an ADCP current meter, an Aquadopp DW from142

Nortek, located on the MII (red triangle, Figure 1.b).143

3 Results144

3.1 Observation of Vortex-Induced Vibrations along Hanging Cable Sec-145

tions146

Our DAS datasets feature quasi-harmonic oscillations of fiber strain along cable147

sections laid on irregular bathymetry or where suspended sections are expected (Figure148

2.a,b). These cable oscillations can be readily detected by three distinguishing features149

in the DAS recordings: (1) they have amplitudes larger than those of any other back-150

ground noise, (2) they coherently extend between sharply-defined points along the ca-151

ble, and (3) their Fourier spectra show a characteristic frequency lower than 1 Hz, which152

is time-dependent. Cable oscillations can last from hours to days, separated by periods153

without oscillations that range from a few hours to almost half a day. Several cable seg-154

ments of different lengths can vibrate simultaneously with different amplitudes. Hence,155

we analyze hour-long DAS recordings to identify cable segments presenting the three fea-156

tures previously described.157

Quasi-harmonic oscillations are easily recognized along the MEUST cable. We ob-158

serve them along three segments located at different depths (Figure 1.b). We focus here159

on two cable portions in segments labeled as 3 and 2 in Figure 1, since they display fun-160

damental frequencies that extend during days and harmonics are barely observed (Fig-161

ure 2.c,d; Supporting Figure S1 shows oscillations of a cable section along the segment162

labeled as 1 in Figure 1). These cable sections span 210 and 70 m, respectively, they are163

10 km apart and their depth differs by less than 120 m (Figure 2.a,b, magenta line). The164

former crosses a deep ocean valley (segment 3) and the latter a change of the seafloor165

slope (segment 2). Both cable portions oscillate at the same time between July 14th at166

06:00 and July 17th at 18:00. Between July 16th at 18:00 and July 17th at 18:00, the167

cable oscillations in segment 3 have amplitudes ranging from 600 to 2300 nstrain/s, one168

to two orders of magnitude larger than the background noise recorded by DAS. During169

the same period, the amplitudes of the cable oscillations along segment 2 remain between170

10 and 15 nstrain/s, slightly above the background noise. The oscillations of both ca-171

ble portions have a characteristic frequency lower than 1 Hz, which fluctuates through172

time (Figure 2.e,f). Harmonics are identified in segment 3, when the strain rate ampli-173

tude reaches its maximum between July 14th 06:00 and July 17th 18:00 (Figure 2.e,f).174

The origin of the cable oscillations is explained by comparing their signal proper-175

ties with experimental observations of VIV. We analyze 14.5 days of fiber cable oscilla-176

tions detected between July 12th at 02:10:26 and July 29th at 23:31:28 along cable seg-177

ment 3 in Fig.2(a). The fundamental frequency of the oscillations was present during sev-178

eral days in this cable portion, and harmonics were barely observed. The amplitude of179

the cable oscillations changes systematically as a function of the changing frequency. The180

maximum absolute value of the fiber strain rate increases exponentially with increasing181

dominant frequency, up to approximately 0.35 Hz (Figure 3). From 0.35 to 0.40 Hz, the182

amplitude increases more steeply, then reaches a maximum. Similarly, published exper-183

imental results on VIV show that the amplitude of oscillations increases with the fre-184

quency at which vortices shed off from elongated structures (Feng, 1968; King, 1977; Bour-185

guet et al., 2015). This frequency, also known as the vortex shedding frequency, describes186

the periodic pattern of the wake formed when a fluid - commonly wind in VIV exper-187

iments - flows about a stationary and slender object (King, 1977). The steepening of the188

VIV amplitude growth before reaching the maximum amplitude is also observed in ex-189

periments (Feng, 1968). The similarity of the amplitude versus frequency relation be-190

tween the cable oscillations and that reported in the literature on VIV suggests that the191

characteristic oscillations recorded by seafloor DAS along segment 3 are indeed VIV of192
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Figure 2. Vortex-Induced Vibrations (VIV) recorded by seafloor DAS. We show two exam-

ples, in segments 3 (left) and 2 (right). (a) Bathymetry profile along the cable path (VE stands

for Vertical Exaggeration) and (c) 84 hours-long recording of low-pass filtered strain rate, along a

portion of Segment 3. A cutoff frequency of 2 Hz is used to filter the strain rate. Uniform quasi-

harmonic oscillations of fiber strain occur around a seafloor valley. (e) Spectrogram of strain rate

at the center of the vibrating section featuring a time-dependent characteristic frequency, varying

from 0.1 to 0.4 Hz, and the second-order pressure peak caused by sea surface waves near 0.5 Hz

(Sladen et al., 2019). Higher harmonic frequencies of VIV are excited during two periods in July

16th and 17th, accompanied by large strain amplitudes. (b, d and f) Same as a, c and e, but for

a cable section laid across a change of seafloor slope (thick blue lines in b), in Segment 2.
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Figure 3. Evidence of Vortex-Induced Vibrations (VIV) on a suspended underwater cable.

Maximum absolute value of the fiber strain rate at the center of segment 3, during 14.5 days,

over two-minutes-long sliding windows, plotted as a function of the dominant frequency of the

fiber oscillations (density of points). Each blue box represents the median fiber strain (red), its

25th and 75th percentiles (bottom and top edges) by frequency, respectively. The whiskers ex-

tend to the most extreme data points that are not considered outliers (dashed black lines). The

amplitude increases exponentially up to a frequency close to 0.35 Hz, then more steeply as the

frequency approaches 0.40 Hz. Considering that VIV frequencies are linearly related to current

speeds through the Strouhal relation (blue horizontal scale), this behavior is consistent with that

observed in controlled VIV experiments (triangles: experimental data of Feng, 1968, rescaled in

amplitude and frequency to match the peak of the DAS data). A harmonic excited during the

lock-in regime of VIV is seen around 0.79 Hz. Box-and-whiskers are not represented for the low-

amplitude cluster at 0.45-0.50 Hz, which is associated with the second-order pressure peak caused

by sea surface waves (the persistent peak in Figure 2.e)

the cable induced by deep ocean currents. To trigger VIV along underwater fibers, seafloor193

ocean currents must interact with hanging sections of the cable. Hence, the cable oscil-194

lations presented here may be used to identify spatial variations in the mechanical cou-195

pling between the cable and the seafloor, particularly to detect suspended sections of un-196

derwater fiber cables.197

A persistent signal with stationary frequency is also observed along cable sections198

undergoing VIV, which we associate with sea surface gravity waves. Between July 14th199

at 06:00 and July 17th at 18:00, a frequency permanently excited can be identified in200

Figure 2 (e,f). This frequency is about 0.4 and 0.8 Hz in the cable sections located at201

segments 3 and 2, respectively. This frequency has been previously reported as featur-202

ing water-depth dependence and being related to second-order pressure fluctuations caused203

by sea surface gravity waves, which are at the origin of secondary microseism (Sladen204

et al., 2019; Guerin et al., 2022). This signal has a clear and persistent signature and does205

not interfere with the analysis of the oceanic VIV.206
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3.2 Current Speed Monitoring in Deep Ocean Environments207

Cable oscillations caused by VIV are expected to have frequencies proportional to208

ocean current speeds, as long as the vortex shedding frequency is not close to the nat-209

ural vibration frequency of the suspended cable segment. Vortex shedding frequencies210

near or equal to one of the natural frequencies of the hanging section may trigger a vi-211

bration of the cable in resonance, a phenomenon called “lock-in” (Worzyk, 2009). The212

effect of lock-in on cable oscillations recorded by DAS is discussed in the next section.213

Out of the lock-in regime, the cable oscillations are synchronized with the vortex shed-214

ding frequency (fvs) (Bourguet & Triantafyllou, 2015), which is related to the ocean cur-215

rent speed (Uc) through the Strouhal number (St) equation:216

fvs = St
Uc

D
(1)217

Given St and the diameter of the cable (D), ocean current speeds can be estimated us-218

ing eq. (1) from the vortex shedding frequencies extracted from DAS data. The Strouhal219

number can be taken as 0.2 for seafloor cables and relevant current conditions (Worzyk,220

2009). Experimental observations indicate that in the range of Reynolds numbers (Re),221

5 · 102 < Re < 5 · 105, St remains around 0.2. Numerical modeling of oceanic flows at222

basin scales commonly assumes Re around 102 (Lin & Dietrich, 1994; Jiménez et al., 2008),223

although Re values can exceed 104 in the ocean (Thorpe et al., 2007; Özgökmen et al.,224

2009; Katopodes, 2019).225

Here, we validate the proposed VIV speed-meter concept by comparing the ocean226

current speeds derived from vibration frequencies recorded by DAS to those independently227

recorded by the nearby current meter (station MII). We focus on the vibrating cable sec-228

tion in segment 3 in Figure (2.a), which is the closest to the current meter (3.75 km away)229

and is located at a similar depth (2390 m). The corresponding DAS data are low-pass230

filtered below 0.35 Hz to avoid the second-order pressure peak (near 0.5 Hz, Fig. 2.e)231

and the observed lock-in frequency around 0.4 Hz (Figure 3). We picked a value of fvs232

at every minute, as the frequency corresponding to the maximum amplitude of the Fourier233

spectra over 2-min sliding windows with 1-min overlap. Using equation (1) and the ca-234

ble diameter of 2.75 cm, we derive a time series of ocean current speeds from the time235

series of fvs, with resulting values ranging from 1.11 to 5.45 cm/s (Figure 4.a). The pre-236

cision of our current speed estimates, ∆U , is controlled by the window size, Twindow =237

120 s, of the Fourier spectral analysis: ∆U = D
St·Twindow

≈ 1 mm/s. We compare the238

resulting DAS-derived time series to the current meter time series smoothed with a 2-239

hour sliding median (Figure 4.a). Before July 27th, the two time series agree well dur-240

ing periods without data gaps. Afterwards, the DAS-derived current speeds are lower241

by more than 1 cm/s than the speeds recorded by the current meter. This deviation may242

be due to local perturbations affecting the ocean current speeds or their direction in the243

vicinity of the cable (different seafloor features, local turbulence). We further observe244

that the DAS-derived and current meter speeds share a common dominant period near245

17 h (see the spectral peak in Figure 4.b). The implications of this detected dominant246

period are discussed in Section 3.5. Figure 5 shows both time series low-pass filtered with247

a cutoff frequency fcutoff = (10 hours)−1, to focus on the dominant period. A time-dependent248

time-shift is clearly observed between the two low-pass filtered time series, as expected249

for oceanic currents measured several kilometers away (Figure 5.a). We measure the time-250

dependent time-shift by cross-correlation over 50-hours-long sliding windows between July251

20th and July 27th, a period with no data gaps (Figure 5.b). We compare it with an ex-252

pected time-shift derived from:253

∆T =
∆X

U
· cosα (2)254

where ∆X ∼ 3.75 km is the distance between the current meter and the selected ca-255

ble section, U the ocean current speed, and α the smallest angle between the cable az-256

imuth (ϕcable = 101°) and the azimuth of the ocean current direction (ϕcurrent). Both257
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Figure 4. Deep ocean currents sensed by DAS compared to MII current meter records. Ocean

current speed recorded by MII current meter between 11-July-2019 00:00:00 UTC and 31-July-

2019 00:00:00 UTC (gray circles), its median over 2-hours-long sliding windows (black curve),

current speed derived from Strouhal frequencies sensed by DAS in a hanging section between

km 37.06 and 37.18 (cyan circles) and its median over 2-hours-long sliding windows (blue line).

Horizontal segments of the curves correspond to data gaps. (b) Power Spectral Density of raw

MII (black) and DAS (blue) oceanic current speeds from 19-July-2019 22:09:04 to 29-July-2019

06:14:45. A 17-hours peak is observed in both spectra. The energy power of the DAS spectrum

(P (f)) decays with increasing frequency from a period T < 17 hours to T = 4 hours following

P (f) ≈ 1/fp , with p = 2.5. For reference, the red lines show the spectral decay slope for two

values of the decay exponent “p”.

U and ϕcurrent were recorded by the current meter. The measured and expected time-258

shifts agree during periods when the ocean current features a dominant orientation (Fig-259

ure 5.b). Between July 21st and 22nd the current meter recordings show a change of the260

ocean current orientation, which corresponds to a decrease in the coherence between the261

time series from July 22nd to 23rd.262

3.3 Limitations Imposed by the Lock-in Regime263

Oscillation frequencies recorded during lock-in, i.e. while the cable vibration is in264

resonance with vortex shedding, cannot be readily exploited to estimate ocean current265

speeds. Lock-in involves large-amplitude excitation of the natural frequencies of the ca-266

ble (Feng, 1968; Bourguet et al., 2015). The cable vibration frequency is then no longer267

controlled by the Strouhal number relation, equation (1), but by the cable resonance fre-268

quency. Stähler et al. (2018) observed harmonic signals (fundamental and overtones) in269

OBS recordings at 20 m depth in the Baltic Sea, and associated them to lock-in gener-270

ated by ocean currents strumming the head-buoy cable of the OBS. The multiple har-271

monics observed in Fig. 2(e) in July 16th at 18:00 and in July 17th between 06:00 and272

18:00, suggest VIV is operating in the lock-in regime during these time periods. We rarely273

observe such higher-harmonics in the DAS data recorded in segment 3. Therefore, we274

consider the lock-in regime does not dominate the VIV along this cable section.275

Lock-in imposes an upper bound on the current speed that can be estimated by276

VIV on DAS data. The natural frequencies (fn) of a hanging cable portion depend on277

its span length (l), mass per unit length (m) and horizontal tension (T ) as fn = n
2l

√
T
m ,278

where n is an integer (Irvine & Caughey, 1974). The maximum amplitude of the ocean279
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Figure 5. Impact of the ocean dynamics on current speeds measured by DAS. (a) Low-pass

filtered ocean current speeds: recorded by the current meter (black) and DAS-derived from the

same cable section as in Fig. 4 (blue), from July 11th to July 31st, 2019. We low-pass filtered

both time series with a cutoff period of 10 hours. (b) Expected time-shift between ocean current

speeds at the MII current meter location and along the hanging cable section (red squares), de-

rived from MII current meter data. The red line is the median expected time-shift averaged over

a 2-hours sliding window. Circles: time-shift calculated by cross-correlation between MII current

meter and DAS time series over a 50-hours sliding window, only shown for windows without data

gaps. Coherence is shown in color scale. Ocean current direction recorded by the current meter

(ϕcurrent, green squares). The green line is the median-ϕcurrent averaged over 2-hours-long sliding

windows. The time-shift sign fluctuates according to whether oceanic currents are measured first

by MII current meter (negative) or by DAS (positive).
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current speed that can be constrained before lock-in emerges, i.e. that satisfies the con-280

dition fvs < f1, is:281

Umax =
D

2St

√
T

m

1

l
(3)282

More precisely, lock-in occurs over a range of frequencies around f1, roughly from 0.94f1283

to 1.25f1 in the experiments reported by Feng (1968). In principle, current speeds could284

also be measured if they are above the lock-in range associated to f1, i.e. above ∼ 1.25f1.285

However, the sequence of lock-in ranges related to the higher modes fn would make this286

impractical. Thus, in practice equation (3) gives the maximum current speed that can287

be measured by our proposed method.288

The maximum measurable speed can be estimated from known cable properties.289

Using the relation T = mgl2

8d (Irvine & Caughey, 1974), where g is the gravitational ac-290

celeration and d the sag of the cable, equation (3) becomes:291

Umax =
D
√
2g

8St

1

d1/2
(4)292

If d/l ≤ 1/8, as expected in submarine cables, the sag d is related to the curvilinear293

length of the suspended cable by L ≈ l
[
1 + 8

3

(
d
l

)2]
(Irvine & Caughey, 1974). We fur-294

ther assume that length L and span l are related by a cable layout parameter: the slack295

reported during the cable deployment, S = L/l − 1 ≈ 8
3

(
d
l

)2
(Abidin et al., 2018).296

We then obtain:297

Umax =
An

l1/2
(5)298

where An = nA1 and299

A1 =
D
√
2g 4

√
24S

24S St
. (6)300

Equation (5) provides an estimate of the largest current speed accessible with a given301

span length l of suspended cable, given two geometrical parameters of the cable, its di-302

ameter D and its slack S. Conversely, it provides the longest suspended cable span length,303

lmax = (An/Umax)
2, that can be utilized to monitor seafloor current speeds up to a given304

target value Umax.305

According to equation (5), detecting faster currents requires shorter suspended ca-306

ble sections. Figure 6 displays the permissible range of span lengths and current speeds307

in the MEUST cable, assuming the same values of D and St as for equation (1). The308

peak current speeds reached by various oceanography processes are also indicated in Fig-309

ure 6. Considering suspended cable sections of different lengths, DAS observations should310

allow to monitor a wide range of oceanography processes: tsunami-induced geostrophic311

vortices (Nosov et al., 2013) using kilometers-long cable spans, sea-bottom currents, con-312

vective plumes motion and tsunami-induced perturbations (Camden-Smith et al., 1981;313

Margirier et al., 2017; Mikada et al., 2006) with meters-long cable spans, turbidity cur-314

rents, such as benthic storms and tsunami-induced currents (Mikada et al., 2006; Ad-315

mire et al., 2014), using centimeters-long cable spans. More DAS campaigns are needed316

to validate the capability of the VIV-speedmeter method to properly monitor this wide317

spectrum of oceanography processes.318

3.4 VIV Under Oblique Seafloor Currents319

Under certain conditions, equation (1) is expected to be valid also when the cur-320

rent hits the cable obliquely, if Uc is defined as the cable-normal component of the cur-321

rent speed, i.e. the projection of the current speed vector onto the plane perpendicular322

to the cable axis. The literature on oblique-VIV commonly examines the accuracy of at-323

tributing VIV frequencies and flow dynamics to the component of the current speed per-324

pendicular to the axis of the oscillating body (Bourguet et al., 2015). The so-called In-325

dependence Principle (IP) or cosine law postulates that the physical quantities of oblique326
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Figure 6. Permissible range of suspended cable span lengths and current speeds imposed by

the lock-in condition in the MEUST cable. Maximum span lengths are shown as a function of

expected peak current speeds detected by DAS, together with the lock-in range reported by Feng

(1968) (black lines and pink rectangle, respectively). Adjusting the span length of a suspended

section in cable segment 3, from kilometers-long to centimeters-long, may allow detecting peak

current speeds associated to several processes in oceanography (circles).

and normal VIV (fluid forces, vortex shedding, vibration amplitudes) should match if327

the normal component of the current speed is the same (Bourguet et al., 2015). Numer-328

ical simulations show that the IP is valid as long as the incidence angle relative to the329

plane perpendicular to the cable axis is smaller than 60 degrees (Bourguet et al., 2015).330

To investigate this Independence Principle, we compare the cable-normal compo-331

nent of the current meter speed to the DAS-derived time series. To do so, we calculate332

the angle θ between the ocean current direction recorded by the current meter and the333

plane perpendicular to the cable. We then compute the cable-normal component of the334

current meter speed (UMII ·cos(θ)) and compare it to the DAS-derived speed (UDAS)335

(Supporting Figure S2 ). The resulting time series are not in agreement (UMII ·cos(θ) ̸=336

UDAS), which does not support the IP. We cannot attribute this negative result to the337

validity range of θ: the IP is expected to fail if θ > 60 degrees (Bourguet et al., 2015;338

Bourguet & Triantafyllou, 2015; Lucor & Karniadakis, 2003), but here θ ranges from 24339

to 82 degrees. Our negative result could be biased by the high variability of θ, and the340

non-negligible distance between the cable and the reference current meter (3.75 km). Ded-341

icated instrument deployment is therefore needed to study the limitations of the IP in342

predicting physical quantities of oblique VIV recorded by DAS.343

3.5 Observing Internal Gravity Waves in the Mediterranean Sea344

Spectral analysis of DAS-derived ocean current speed time series provides quan-345

titative information about internal gravity waves generated in the Mediterranean Sea.346

The Power Spectral Density estimates (PSD’s) of DAS-derived and current meter speed347

time series between July 19th at 22:09:04 and July 29th at 06:14:45 show a strong peak348

around a period of 17 hours (Figure 4.b). This peak has been previously observed in ocean349

current speed time series recorded in the Mediterranean Sea (Van Haren & Millot, 2003).350

It has been associated with near-inertial waves generated in the Mediterranean basin dur-351
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ing summer, i.e. internal gravity waves with periods close to the so-called local inertial352

period (Tinertial), which is primarily controlled by Earth’s rotation rate (Ω ∼ 2π/24hours)353

and location latitude (φ). The theoretical value at the current meter location (φ = 42.805°)354

is Tinertial = 2π/fcoriolis = 17.66 hours, using the Coriolis frequency (Van Haren &355

Millot, 2003):356

fcoriolis = 2 Ω sinφ (7)357

The difference of 0.60 µHz between our theoretical and observed frequencies is smaller358

than the uncertainty in our determination of the observed frequency, which is given by359

the frequency sampling of our PSD’s, 1.75 µHz (based on of 158 hours-long sliding win-360

dows).361

The spectrum of the DAS-derived speed decays in a way consistent with ocean strat-362

ification processes. Between T < 17 hours and T ≈ 4.02 hours it decays as P (f) ≈ 1/f2.5
363

(Figure 4.b). This is consistent with the weak turbulence theory that predicts a variety364

of power laws for the energy spectrum of internal gravity waves generated in the ocean365

(Garrett & Munk, 1979; Lvov et al., 2010). Previous observations by Van Haren and Mil-366

lot (2003) show that the kinetic-energy spectra of near-inertial waves decay as P (f) ≈367

1/fp, with p a seasonal parameter that fluctuates between 1.5 and 2.5 during summer368

in the Mediterranean sea. According to Van Haren and Millot (2003), the seasonal vari-369

ation of the ocean stratification is the process at the origin of the fluctuations of the p370

value. The DAS-derived current speed spectrum over longer times should be able to cap-371

ture the seasonal variation of p, which can offer novel opportunities to monitor the dy-372

namics of ocean stratification. The permissible frequency range of internal gravity waves373

is fcoriolis < f < N , with N the Buoyancy frequency that depends on the ocean depth374

and stratification (Garrett & Munk, 1979). Van Haren and Millot (2003) have estimated375

N ≈ 3fcoriolis at 1100 m depth, from density-depth profiles recorded by moorings dur-376

ing summer in the Mediterranean Sea, while Van Haren (2014) suggested that deeper,377

around 2200 m, N ≈ 4fcoriolis. The spectrum decay of the DAS-derived current speeds378

detected at 2390 m depth is described by the power law down to a period of 4.02 hours379

(Figure 4.b), which is in agreement with the expected lower bound period T = 4.42 hours380

that results from N ≈ 4fcoriolis.381

4 Conclusions382

We investigated the potential of Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) to monitor383

deep sea currents along suspended sections of underwater fiber optic cables. We demon-384

strated that oblique Vortex Induced Vibrations (VIV) can be recorded by DAS along ca-385

ble sections presumably hanging due to irregular seafloor conditions. The oscillations showed386

time-dependent amplitudes larger than those of any other background noise and amplitude-387

dependent characteristic frequencies, as expected for VIV, lower than 1 Hz at different388

depths.389

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first quantitative analysis of seafloor cir-390

culation using DAS data along hanging cable sections. The measured ocean currents speed391

recovered in this study ranged from 1.11 to 5.45 cm/s and matched those of a current392

meter located 3.75 km away but at a similar depth. Both time series showed a similar393

dominant period and correlation after time shift. The DAS-derived current speed time394

series displays features, such as characteristic periods and spectral decay, associated with395

known oceanographic processes: the generation of internal gravity waves and weak tur-396

bulence. Thus, DAS offers novel opportunities to monitor oceanographic processes at depths397

barely studied with the current instrumentation.398

Our estimates of current speeds from vortex shedding frequencies recorded by DAS399

were derived through the Strouhal number equation. This approach is valid in the range400

of Reynolds numbers where the Strouhal constant remains close to 0.2. Since vortex shed-401

ding frequencies close to lock-in are not described by the Strouhal relation, we limited402
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our analysis to conditions where the lock-in frequency is the upper limit of the method.403

The possibility to monitor the currents beyond the lock-in frequency is left for further404

studies. Also, more experiments are still needed to determine the lower limit of ocean405

current speeds that DAS is able to record, and if the Independence Principle holds for406

small incidence angles of the current on the cable.407

The DAS-based monitoring of deep ocean currents presented here may be useful408

to investigate a variety of oceanography processes. We suggest to perform DAS exper-409

iments along controlled sections of suspended underwater cables, to validate the contri-410

bution of DAS-recorded VIV in the monitoring of several submarine processes. If the ca-411

ble used in this study had nearby hanging cable segments with different orientations, we412

hypothesize that they could be used as an antenna to track changes in orientation of the413

ocean circulation.414

5 Data Availability Statement415

The fiber optic DAS datasets used to generate Figures 2-5 and Supporting Figures416

S1-S2 are available in the following OSF repository: https://osf.io/cfwb3/.417
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Figure S1. Vortex-Induced Vibrations (VIV) recorded by seafloor DAS in segment

1 of MEUST cable. (a) Bathymetry profile along the MEUST cable path (VE stands for

Vertical Exaggeration) and (b) 84 hours-long recording of low-pass filtered strain rate, along a

cable portion of Segment 1. A cutoff frequency of 2 Hz is used to filter the strain rate. Uniform

quasi-harmonic oscillations of fiber strain occur around a seafloor valley. (c) Spectrogram of strain

rate at the center of the vibrating section featuring a time-dependent characteristic frequency,

varying from 0.13 to 0.16 Hz. Higher harmonic frequencies of VIV are excited during different

periods, accompanied by large strain amplitudes.
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Figure S2. Validity of the Independence Principle (IP) for oblique Vortex-Induced

Vibrations registered by underwater DAS. (a) Time variation of the angle “ θ” between the

ocean currents registered by MII current meter and the plane perpendicular to the cable axis (red

circles), from 11-July-2019 00:00:00 UTC to 31-July-2019 00:00:00 UTC. The red line indicates

the median angle averaged over a 2-hours sliding window. (b) Median of ocean currents registered

by MII current meter averaged over 2-hours-long sliding windows (black), its vertical component

respect to the plane perpendicular to the cable axis (magenta) and DAS-derived ocean currents

(blue), during the same time in (a). The angle “ θ” fluctuates between 24 and 82 degrees during

the campaign. The vertical component of the MII current meter and DAS-derived ocean current

time series do not match, which invalidates the IP. We believe that the high variability of “ θ”

may lead the IP to fail predicting the component of the oceanic current speed contributing to

the VIV.
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